CONSIDERATIONS WHEN
REROOFING YOUR HOUSE
Thinking about re-roofing but not sure where to start?
Wondering whether your new roof is strong enough to resist wind uplift?
This factsheet will highlight the necessary considerations you need to think about before reroofing.

REROOFING OPTION 1

No need to upgrade your tie-down, just
checking the quality of your existing one.

TILE TO TILE OR METAL TO METAL
No change in the material.

REROOFING OPTION 2

REROOFING FROM METAL TO TILE
Heavier roofing (tiled compared to metal roof)
means further resistance to wind uplift.

Consider sarking
installation and its
requirement under
AS 2050 – Installation
of Roof Tiles.

Ensure the
increased deadload
can be adequately
supported by the
existing structure.

No need to
upgrade your
tie-down, just
checking the
quality of your
existing one.

REROOFING OPTION 3

REROOFING FROM TILE TO METAL
Lower roof weight (metal compared to tiled
roofs) means lower resistance to wind uplift.

Australian Standard sets different
design and construction requirements
between tiled and metal roofs:

Dangerous
especially in
regions with
high wind.

• Higher wind rating for metal
roofs in the same area
• Applicable pitches
• Fixing/ connection to gutters,
insulation (sarking), etc.

Must check for suitable
methods to shore up
your roof, since stronger
tie-downs are required for
metal roofing than tiled
roofs in the same wind
class.

ROOF TIE-DOWN REQUIREMENTS FOR METAL ROOFS
When it comes to replacing a tiled roof with a metal roof, there are more variables to consider, often inflating costs
beyond what was originally predicted. Different to tiles, a compliant metal roof requires the following:
•

Tie-down to perimeter walls, regardless of pitch

•

Ridge ties are always required

•

Ridge strapped to ridge strut

•

Ridge strut strapped to a wall plate

•

Strapping rafter to underpurlin

•

Timber battens are to be fixed with screws when within 1200mm of a roof edge

•

Metal battens are required to be fixed with screws

Associated cost may be incurred, and considerations should be given to plan ahead.
* Improving tie-down of timber framed sheet metal clad roofs - Government of WA Dept of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety Building and Energy
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CONSIDERATIONS WHEN
REROOFING YOUR HOUSE
CHECK YOUR LOCAL COUNCILS FOR BUILDING PERMIT REQUIREMENTS
It was noted that some regions require no mandatory building permit when replacing a roofing material
with the same type of material (i.e. tiles to tiles or metal to metal).
Building permits are required by some councils when the roofing material changes (i.e. from metal to
tiles or vice versa). For example, Queensland Building and Construction Commission (QBCC) has adopted
a provision where a reroofing area greater than 20% of the existing roof will require a building permit
(irrespective of like for like material).
For the best alignment with latest recognised industry practice, owners are strongly recommended
to consult professionals to ensure that their roofs follow the National Construction Code (NCC) 2019
requirements for roofing installation, regardless whether a building permit is required by your local council.

WHAT DOES THE NCC SAY?
The NCC covers roof tiling installation for areas up to wind class N3. All roof tiles and hip, ridge, barge and
capping tiles must be in accordance with clause 3.5.2.2 of the NCC. Where roof tiles are to be ‘fixed’, one
or more of the following must be used:
•
•
•
•

Galvanized clout nails.
Self-embedding head screws.
Roofing tile clips.
Flexible pointing materials.

For more information on roof tile fasteners and their requirements, please refer to the ARTA
Standardisation of Roof Tile Fastener Datasheet.

WORKMANSHIP REQUIREMENTS
The cutting of tiles at ridges, hips, edges and valleys should be neat and straight.
Cut tiles at ridges shall be supported in the same plane as adjacent tiles and
secured. ARTA strongly recommends you hire a professional roof installer for all
roofing activities, the installation activities are performed at elevated heights.
Managing the Risk of Falls at Workplace by Safe Work Australia, clause 2.
stipulates that control measures are to be implemented when construction work is
undertaken upon an elevated surface. Common causes for concern are: falls from
height, roof access, fragile roofs, electricity and falling objects.

SCAN ME FOR INDUSTRY
SAFEWORK VIDEOS

SAFE PROPPING FOR ROOF WORKERS
The Australian Roofing Tile Association (ARTA) is the peak body representing the concerns and interests of more than
90% of the roofing tile industry in Australia.

QUICK CHECKLIST

WALKING ON A
FLAT TILED ROOF
DO walk on the lower edge of the tile

SAFE PROPPING FOR BUILDERS
BACKGROUND
The Australian Roofing Tile Association (ARTA) is the peak body representing the concerns and interest of more than
90% of the roofing tile industry in Australia.
It is the builder’s responsibility to assess site conditions, ensuring a high level of safety is maintained throughout the
project. A separate Safe Work Method Statement (SWMS) can be prepared for each high-risk construction activity. [1]

INSPECTION

DO step on either side of the RIDGE

Props should be thoroughly inspected upon arrival for physical defects such as damaged/
bent members or missing parts. These are deemed unsafe and should be replaced
immediately.

Top fixation
Bottom fixation and base plate
Spacing and bracing, adequate number of props*
Equipment condition (eg. no wants and wanes)
All equipment included (eg. acrow pins)
DON’T walk on the TOP EDGE of the tile
No bends
No prop inclination (keep vertical)
Props placed along centreline of timber
Nails in plates/plates studded to members as required
All corners to be directly supported

ARTA RECOMMENDATIONS

Propping should be inspected
by a competent person and site
manager at least once a week.

DON’T walk on the VALLEY CUTS

It is recommended to use 150x150mm steel plates
with drilled holes for securing acrow props at the top
and bottom to the adjacent timber members.
Ensure no load is applied until the prop has been
fastened and the props are structurally sound.

PINE PROPS

The responsible person should
Inappropriate use or installation of
prepare a Safe Work Method
temporary pine props is the most
Statement (SWMS) prior to starting.
pressing safety concern relating
For
furtherwalk
information
regarding
to theof
installation
of roofs. It is
DON’T
on RIDGE,
HIPS & TOP ROW
tiles
the SWMS, consult resources with
important for you to keep an eye
SafeWork Australia.
out for:
At a minimum, all propping set-ups
should be checked at least twice a
day.

INSTALLATION
Before installation, ensure:
• Top and base plate designs are suitable for the job
• The ground, masonry wall and roof/ceiling timber is
in a stable condition and fully level
• The acrow prop is supported with sole boards for the
base plate to rest on
• Props are positioned such that they will not be
knocked or displaced during construction
• Personal protective equipment (PPE) should be used
when working with acrow props

Ensure that essential equipment and conditions are checked before conducting work on the roof:

ACROW PROPS & PINE PROPS

The use of correct fixings to secure
temporary props.
Appropriately placed nails, bolts
and screws at joints based on the
supervisor’s instructions.

The proper fastening of
During the installation of roof
connections and apply strong jerks
DON’T walk on tiles around GUARD RAIL
POSTS
tiles, avoid stacking construction
on the joints to test this.
materials onto props. If temporary
The sufficient bracing of members,
stacking is required, the rated loads
strutting and that the arrangement
for the propping system must not
does not and cannot move laterally
be exceeded.
(sideways).

ACROW PROPS
Place prop on sole plate on even
ground and secure.
Lift inner-tube to approximate
height required. The outer-tube
is kept steady by placing foot on
base-plate.
Insert pin through slot through
outer tube passing through the
adjacent hole in inner tube.
Turn handle of nut for final
adjustment, ensuring prop is
straight.
Fix 2 to 4 nails in top and bottom
plates and bend over to avoid
movement.

Rated loads for any propping
system should be made available
on site and communicated to all
workers.

REVIEW (WHILE IN USE)
For any form of propping, the following rules and regulations must be strictly followed
ARTA wants to ensure that whenever you're walking
Place most of
REFERENCES Roof installation works should be constructed in compliance with applicable
• Avoid overloading which can cause the props to buckle and lead to collapse
of the shoring
onsystem
a FLAT TILED roof you're
not only
SAFE,
but your
your weight
regulations
and
legislation.
• The props should remain perpendicular to the ground and the roof i.e. they
should
be perfectly
vertical
actions
won't damage, break,
or dislodge
anya of
the
All personnel
on site have
legal
obligation to notify WHS of any notifiable workplace incidents,
on the
ball of
including
any dangerous
roof tiles. Please make yourself
familiar
withincident
the that exposes any person to a serious risk, even if no one is
your foot
injured.
information provided within
this fact sheet.
If a notifiable incident occurs the minimum legal requirements as specified by SWA are that:

MAINTENANCE AND STORAGE

Install head and base screw
jacks with timber sole plates
if ground is uneven

•
The regulator must be notified;
If you need more information,
please
refertoto
•
Written
notification
be provided within 48 hours if requested by regulator; and

the safety section of the •ARTA
website
at and the site preserved until a regulator conducts their investigation.
Work
is discontinued,
[2]
Workers should inspect props-in-use before and after work commences
.
Use least amount
of weight
An exemption to this rule is made when aiding injured personnel on site and making the site
http://www.ausrooftiles.com.au/health-andElectrical wiring and cables should not be incorporated into propping
systems.
on the heel
of your foot
safe. * Refer to AS 1684 Residential Timber Framed Construction for further guidance.
safety
All aspects of work with loadbearing construction should be carried out by competent person(s)
with or
thescan the QR code on the right to access
Telephone: +61 2 8448 5500 | Technical Hotline: 1300 667 617
the ARTA YouTube safety videos.
advice and verified designs of a structural engineer [2].

Adjustment pin
is in place
(Acrow Prop)

The props are placed
perpendicular to the
ground

For more information on industry standards, best practices and structures
not covered in this flyer, visit our website for FREE technical manuals, or call
our technical hotline if you have any enquiries.

Stable ground
condition

ausrooftiles.com.au

Do not repair props on site without approval from the manufacturer.
Bundles (or individual props) should be stored flat and kept dry.
SAFETY WARNING: Working at heights poses risks. ARTA recommends that all work should be performed by
qualified personnel. For more information, refer to your local safety regulator.

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
All personnel on-site have a legal obligation to notify Workplace Health and Safety of any notifiable incidents
Telephone: +61 2 8448 5500 | Technical Hotline: 1300 667 617
including those exposing personnel to serious risk, regardless if no one is injured.
ausrooftiles.com.au
The minimum legal requirements as specified by Safe Work Australia when a notifiable incident occurs are that:
• The regulator must be notified;
• Written notification provided within 48 hours if requested; and
• Work is discontinued, the site is preserved until a regulator conducts their investigation.
An exemption to this rule is made when aiding injured personnel on-site and increase site safety.
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ausrooftiles.com.au

REFERENCES Roof installation works should be constructed in compliance with applicable
regulations and legislation.
Safe Work Australia, December 2014, Safe Work Method Statement for High Risk Construction
Work Information Sheet

[1]

[2]

Safesite Facilities: A Complete Guide to Acrow Props
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